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TEENs like funny school poems . After all, school is pretty much their work place -- and it's fun to
make light of work! It's fun for me to write poems because I visit. Pass The Poems , Please by
Jane Baskwill Pass the poems please Pile them on my plate Put them right in front of me For I
can hardly wait To take each tangy word. TEENren's poetry by Meadowbrook Press. Lots of
funny poems , poetry contests and more! Ideas for educators on teaching poetry in fun and
interesting ways.
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Revenge of the Lunch Ladies is sure to keep the laughs coming with each giggle -packed page.

Kenn Nesbitt has created forty-five silly poems and songs all . Lunch Poems is a book of poetry
by Frank O'Hara published in 1964 by Lawrence Ferlinghetti's. “The Day Lady Died” begins, “It is
12:20 in New York a Friday/three days after Bastille day, yes/it is 1959 and I go get a shoeshine.”
In the poem .
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funny poems on a variety of topics. Clean funny sayings, rhyming funny messages to make you
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